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When the magnetism of the body is so distributed that Ida = dp is constant for each magnetic filament, the body is called a solenoid. The integration can then be effected at sight. If It, S be the intersections of the filament with the surface of the body, RS being the positive direction of magnetisation, the potential at any
external point P is          F = —^ —
The potential of a solenoidal filament is independent of its form and depends solely on the magnetism Idcr of a cross section and on the positions of its extremities. A closed solenoid exerts no action on any external magnet.
348.    The potential of a solenoid, or of any portion  of a solenoid, may be found by summing up the potentials  of the filaments which compose the body.    Let any filament intersect the boundary in an area dS and let the direction of magnetisation make an angle i with the outward normal.    Then since
Idcr = IdS cos i,
the potential of the body is the same as that of a thin superficial stratum on the boundary, and this stratum is the same as that given in Poisson's theorem (Art. 339).
349.    Since this must be also true for every element of volume of the body, it follows that the solid distribution of Poisson must
i              ™T   i        ,.1                          dA    dB    dC    -
be zero.    We have then              ~~P—~j — 1" ~3 — ^7T=^
cLx     cLy     Ci2
where A, £, C are the components of / at the point #, y, z. This is a necessary condition that the magnetism is solenoidal.
To prove that this condition is sufficient. By Poisson's theorem the potential of every portion of a body is equivalent to that of a surface distribution Jcos 6 and a volume distribution p. Let this portion be an arbitrary length Z of a magnetic filament. The potential of the filament is
ri         ro
where the suffixes refer to the ends of the filament. The potential of the filament is therefore the same as that of a surface distribution I cos 8 and a volume
distribution p' = -— C    ,      .  Since the surface distribution of the arbitrary filament da-     ds
is the same as that given by Poisson, the density p' of the volume distribution must also be the same as p. Hence when p = 0 \ve must have Ida- constant for any filament.
350.    Lamellar shells.    If the magnetic lines can be cut orthogonally by a system of surfaces we can conveniently analyse

